ABSTRACT: A unified gradient-based treatment for optimizing certain performance indices under the constraint of pole assignment is provided. By introducing a free optimization parameter and solving a Sylvester matrix equation, compact gradient formulas are derived for general purpose gradient descent numerical implementation. Special problems including robust stability pole assignment and 7 -i~ sensitivity reduction are employed to illustrate the technique.
Introduction
A classical technique in control system design for state-space systems is pole assignment. For a completely state controllable realization with two or more inputs, the feedback gain to achieve a specified set of closed-loop poles is in general nonunique. Such nonuniqueness may be exploited to optimize a variety of system performance indices. The most common application of this idea is robust pole assignment (see [l, 6 , 7, 8, 111 and references therein). Relatively speaking, there has been little work on utilizing the freedom in the state feedback gain matrices to optimize other performance criteria, for instance, relating to stability radius and sensitivity reduction. The obvious reason is that pole assignment itself imposes constraints to the feedback systems and inevitably reduces the overall achievable performance. However, in certain robustness maximization problems, specific restrictions are required in order to obtain finite feedback gain solutions. Also, it is often necessary to fix or approximately f i x the closed-loop poles due to practical considerations, such as transient characteristics. The tradeoff between pole assignment constraints and optimum performance is justifiable in view of control system implementation since optimal solutions may have undesirable transient behavior or unacceptably large gain. On the other hand, the specification of closed-loop poles may provide significant simplification on the solution procedures to the otherwise unconstrained optimization problems. Motivated by the aforementioned reasons, this paper considers the optimization of a class of system performance indices under the constraints of pole assignment via state feedback. To fix the idea, the robust stability pole assignment problem and the sensitivity reduction problem will be discussed. The robust stability pole assignment for multivariable systems investigated here is to maximize certain lower bounds of the stability radius and, as such, is a problem not systematically addressed.
Performance Optimization with Pole Assignment Constraint
Let {AI, A2, ' . . , A, } be a set of self-conjugate complex numbers corresponding to the set of desired poles. Assume that there are n' complex conjugate pairs,
It is assumed that the eigenvalues of A are distinct, then for a given controllable pair ( A , B ) , A E R"'" and B E RnX", the problem of pole assignment by state feedback is to choose feedback matrix F , such that
for some nonsingular V. A state feedback matrix F is said to be admissible if the pole assignment constraint (2) 
Robust Stability Pole Assignment
Consider the following uncertain system:
where x E R" is the state vector, U E R" is the On the other hand, Hinrichsen and Pritchard (51 give a frequency domain characterization of the allowable uncertainty for robust stability as follows.
With %(.) denoting the real part, notice that
and that the eigenvalues of A are given a priori, these suggest the consideration of a simpler index, 
s(V)B(V-') = B(VL)B(LTV-l).
inf J 2
Opt 3 : inf J3
Sensitivity Reduction
Consider the following system with disturbance:
where w E R' is the exogenous disturbance, U E R" 
(A+BF)TP+P(A+BF) = -( C + D F ) T ( C + D F )
In the case where the poles of A + BF are not fixed a priori, it is possible t!hat F may become unbounded in order to make the 'Fl2 norm small. To regularize the problem, the following 7 -l~ optimization under the constraint of pole assignment is considered.
Opt 4 :
Unlike the 'If2 optimd control problem with state feedback, the present sensitivity reduction problem always has solution as long as ( A , B ) is controllable.
The optimization problems discussed in this section belong to a general class of Pole Assignment Performance Index Optimization Problems:
3 Gradient-based Optimization
Parametric Optimization
In this paper, we will follow the idea of [3] to parametrize all the feedback matrices F and the eigenvectormatrices V that satisfy (2) as the function of a free parameter U E Rmxn. This is achieved by solving a parametric Sylvester equation in U and then recovering the feedback matrix F = UV-'. In this way, the performance indices become functions of the free parameter U . 
V f := {U E RmXn I V in (9) is nonsingular} and range, R f = f ( V f ) .
(a) V f is a dense open set in Rmxn.
(
b) { ( F , V ) : V -l ( A + B F ) V = A } = R f = f(Vf).
Since the performance indices discussed in Section 2 are uniquely determined by F and V , they are functions of the free parameter U. Consequently, they can be expressed as Ji(U) for i = 1, . . . ,4. As and 5 2 may be nondifferentiable at some points when the multiplicity of the largest singular value of P, V or V-l is greater than one. In this case, other indices such as tr(P), IIPIIF, $ (IlVll$ + llV-lll$) may be considered.
Gradients for Optimization

General Case
A unified approach is taken here to treat all kinds of optimization problems under the constraint of pole assignment. To achieve this task, we assume that a given performance index J is differentiable with respect to the state feedback matrix F or the closedloop eigenvector matrix V. This distinction is not only more convenient for the purpose of gradient computation of J which is uniquely defined by F (for example, J1, J3, and J4) but is sometimes necessary. This is because there are performance indices which are not differentiable with respect to F (for example, J2 is not well-defined for any given F ) . By using the function f ( U ) defined in Section 3.1, the constraint 
V-'(A + B F ) V = A may now be replaced with
f ( U ) : AV -V A = -BU, F = UV-', U E V f Theorem 2 Suppose U E V f and AV -V A = -BU, F = U T 1 (a) For J = J ( F ) , if is known, then d J -= (g) V-T + BTYT dU(10)
Special Cases
In the following, we give the gradient for each index discussed in Section 2. The results are summarized in Table 1 . In the table, w is the normalized eigenvector of P corresponding to the eigenvalue a ( P ) (since P = PT). Also, we define J, = Ji := J,Jb. The gradients are obtained under the assumption that the maximum singular values concerned are simple and this is the generic situation. It may happen that the infimum of a performance index to occur at points where the maximum singular value has multiplicity greater than one. Algorithms may, however, be suitably designed to terminate at these nondifferentiable critical points such as by considering the magnitude of difference between the largest two singular values less than certain prescribed value as the stopping criterion. Alternatively, smooth performance indices Ji := tr(P), J l := ~~~V~~~~~V -l~~~ may also be used.
Numerical Example
The matrices A, B below represents a nominal distillation model [7, 81 with 5 states and 2 inputs. From Table 2 , it can be seen that by minimizing J1 the obtained y1 and 7 2 are the largest. In fact, the minimizer of the smooth Ji appears to be a good 
